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ON WEAKLY COMPACT OPERATORS ON BANACH LATTICES

C. D. ALIPRANTIS AND O. BURKINSHAW

Abstract. Consider a Banach lattice E and an order bounded weakly compact

operator T: E —» E. The purpose of this note is to study the weak compactness of

operators that are related with T in some order sense. The main results are the

following.

(1) If T is a positive weakly compact operator and an operator S: E -» E satisfies

0 < S < T, then S2 is weakly compact. (Examples show that 5 need not be weakly

compact.)

(2) If T and S are as in (1) and either S is an orthomorphism or E has an order

continuous norm, then S is weakly compact.

(3) If E is an abstract L-space and T is weakly compact, then the modulus | T\ is

weakly compact.

For notation and terminology concerning Banach lattices we follow [1] and [5J.

Consider a Banach lattice E and a positive weakly compact operator T: E —» E.

Now, if 5: E —» E is an operator such that 0 < S < T holds, then what effect does

the weak compactness of T have on 5? Before giving some positive answers to this

question, we shall present two examples to show that (in general) under these

conditions S need not be a weakly compact operator.

Example 1. Let {/-„} denote the sequence of Rademacher functions on [0, 1].

That is, r„(t) = Sgn sin(2'V<'). Consider S, T: L,[0, 1] 4 /„ defined by

S(f) = (lj(x)r;(x) dx)    and    T(f) = (jf'/W dx, fj(x) dx, . . .).

Then T is compact (it has rank one), and 0 < S < T holds. On the other hand, S is

not a weakly compact operator. To see this, start by observing that the sequence

"" = (m^

of lx has no subsequence that converges weakly to zero. Indeed, if {wn} is a

subsequence of {«„}, then Hwjj^ = 1 for each n and w„|0 hold, which show that

{vv„} cannot converge weakly to zero [1, Theorem 9.8, p 63].

Now consider the sequence {fk} of L,[0, 1] defined by fk = 2*X[o,2 *]• Clearly,

ll/tll, = 1 holds for all k. An easy computation shows that

*(/*)-(¿Ji-^ii^'ï'ï' '■■)•
k places
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Also, it is easy to see that the only possible weak limit of any subsequence of

{S(fk)} is e = (1, 1, 1, . . . ). However, the relation S(fk) — e = -\uk shows that

no subsequence of {S(fk)} can converge weakly. In other words, S1 is not weakly

compact.   □

Example 2. Let S and T be as they were defined in Example 1. Consider the

Banach lattice E = L,[0, 1] © lx. Note that neither E nor E' has an order

continuous norm. Now define Sx, Tx: E-> E via the matrices

«■,f(5  °o) -  ^(°r  tr
Clearly, 0 < Sx < Tx holds and F, is a compact operator. On the other hand, it

should be obvious that S, is not weakly compact.   Q

For a Banach lattice E we denote its norm dual by E' and its order continuous

dual by E~. If A is an ideal of E and B is an ideal of E', then the absolute weak

topology |o-|(7?, A) is the locally convex-solid topology on B generated by the

family of Riesz seminorms {px: x E A), where px(f) = |/|(|*|) for each/ G B. For

details see [1].

In order to obtain our main result we need a lemma. As usual, E is identified

with its canonical image in its double dual E".

Lemma 3. If E is a Banach lattice, then E is \o\(E", E'y-dense in the ideal

generated by E in E".

Proof. Let 7 be the ideal generated by E in E". Clearly, 7 Ç (E')~ holds. By [1,

Theorem 19.10, p. 129] we know that E is \o\((E')~> F')-dense in (E')~- Thus, in

view of E C I E E" n (E')~ and the fact that \o\((E')~, E') and \a\(E", E')

agree on 7, it follows that E is |a|(F", F')-dense in 7.    □

We now come to the main theorem of the paper. The result states that if a

positive operator is dominated by a weakly compact operator, then its second

power is always a weakly compact operator (although the operator need not be

weakly compact).

Theorem 4. Let E be a Banach lattice and let T: E —» E be a positive weakly

compact operator. If an operator S: E -* E satisfies 0 < S < T, then S2 is a weakly

compact operator.

Proof. Let 7 be the ideal generated by E in E ". The weak compactness of T is

equivalent to T"(E") Q E [3, Theorem 2, p. 482]. Thus, if 0 < u E E", then in

view of 0 < S" < T" we have 0 < S"(u) < T"(u) E E, so that

(1) S"(E") ç 7.

Next we claim that S" also satisfies

(2) 5 "(7) ç E.

If this has been established, then (1) and (2) give (S2)"(E") = S"[S"(E")] C

S"(I) ç E, i.e., that S2 is weakly compact.

The rest of the proof is devoted to establishing (2). To this end, let 0 < u G 7.

Pick some x E E with 0 < u < x. By Lemma 3, there exists a net {xa} of E
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converging to u for |o|(F", E') (and hence, for a(E", E')) and satisfying 0 < xa <

x for all a. Let B' denote the closed unit ball of E'. The weak compactness of T

implies that 7": (E',o(E', E))^>(E',o(E', E")) is continuous [3, Lemma 7, p.

484]. Thus, T'(B') is o(E', F")-compact, and therefore, T'(B') is also compact for

the coarser topology o(E', I).

Now let e > 0. Combining Theorems 20.14 and 20.6 of [1] or by using [2,

Theorem 3.2, p. 192] we see that there exists some 0 < g G E' satisfying

<(l T'f\ - g)+ ,xy <e   for all/ G B'.

Choose a, such that <[g, \xa — xß[) < e holds for all a, ß > ax. Then for a, ß > «,

and/ G B' we have

|</, \Sxa - Sxß\>\ < <|/|, S\xa - xß\} < <|/|, T\xa - xß\)

= <r|/|, \Xa - Xß\y < ((T'\f\ - g)+, \xa - Xß\y + <g, \xa - Xß\y

< 2<(F'|/| - g)+ , x) + <g, \xa - xß[) < 3e.

This implies easily \\Sxa — Sxß\\ < 3e for all a, ß > a„ so that {Sxa} is a norm

Cauchy net of E. If y is its norm limit in E, then using the weak* continuity of S"

we have the following o(E", F')-limits:

S"(u) = lim S"xa = lim Sxa = y E E.

Thus, (2) is established, and the proof of the theorem is complete,   fj

The preceding proof (with minor adjustments) yields, in actuality, the following

general version.

S S T T

Theorem 5. Let F, G, and H be Banach lattices, F-l G^H and F-I G-*H be

positive operators such that 0 < S, < T¡ (i = 1, 2) holds. If Tx and T2 are weakly

compact operators, then the composition operator S2SX is likewise a weakly compact

operator.

The proof of Theorem 5 can also be obtained directly from Theorem 4 as

follows: Consider E = F © G © 77, and S,T: E^>E defined via the matrices

S =

0

0

0
0 and    T =

0
0

Then 0 < S < T holds, T is weakly compact, and

S2 =

0
0

S2SX

0
0
0

By Theorem 4, S2 is weakly compact, and so, S2SX is likewise a weakly compact

operator.

An immediate application of Theorem 4 is the following.

Corollary 6. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and T: E —* E an

order bounded operator. If the modulus \T\ of T is weakly compact, then T2 is weakly

compact.
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So far, it is clear from our discussion that if we wish to conclude from 0 < S < T

(and the weak compactness of T) that S is weakly compact, then some assumptions

must be added either to the space or to the operator. The next two results are of

this type.

Recall that a Banach lattice is said to have an order continuous norm whenever

ualO implies ||mJ|4,0. Any Banach lattice with an order continuous norm is

Dedekind complete; see [1] and [5].

Theorem 7. Let E and F be two Banach lattices with either E' or F having an

order continuous norm. Also assume that S, T: E —» F are two operators satisfying

0 < S < T. If T is weakly compact, then S is likewise weakly compact.

Proof. Assume first that F has an order continuous norm. Then F is an ideal of

F"; see [1, pp. 60-61]. Thus, if 0 < u E E", then the relation 0 < S"u < T"u G F

implies S "u E F. That is, S"(E") ç F holds, so that S1 is weakly compact.

Now assume that E' has an order continuous norm. In view of T': F' —* E' and

0 < S' < 7" the preceding case shows that S' is weakly compact. Therefore, by

Gantmacher's theorem, S is likewise weakly compact, and the proof of the theorem

is complete.    □

Note. Theorem 7 was also proved in [8] by a completely different method.

For the next theorem we need the notion of a positive orthomorphism. A positive

operator T: E —» E on a Riesz space E is said to be a positive orthomorphism,

whenever x A y = 0 implies x A TV = 0. If E is a Banach lattice, then a positive

operator T: E —* E is a positive orthomorphism if and only if there exists some

a > 0 such that 0 < T < od holds (where 7 now denotes the identity operator on

E). See, for example, [7].

Theorem 8. Let E be a Banach lattice and T: E —> E a positive weakly compact

operator. If a positive orthomorphism S: E —» E satisfies 0 < S < T, then S is weakly

compact.

Proof. Assume first that E is Dedekind complete. Then by Freudenthal's

spectral theorem [4, Theorem 40.2, p. 257], S is the uniform limit (and hence, the

norm limit) of a sequence each term of which is a finite sum of the form 2 a¡P¡,

where each P¡ is a band projection, each a, > 0, and 0 < 2 ot¡P¡ < S <, T holds. In

view of 0 < ajPi < T and P¡ = P2, it follows from Theorem 4 that each 2 a¡P¡ is a

weakly compact operator. Thus, S is also a weakly compact operator.

The general case can be established by observing that 0 < S' < 7" holds, S' is a

positive orthomorphism on £', T' is weakly compact, and E' is Dedekind com-

plete.   □

Now we turn our attention to the following problem. Consider two Banach

lattices E and F with F Dedekind complete, and T: E -» F an order bounded

weakly compact operator.

Question. When is the modulus |T| weakly compact?

Conditions under which \T\ is weakly compact are desirable. So far, we have

been able to obtain an affirmative answer for two very special classes of Banach

lattices.
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Recall that a Banach lattice is said to have a Levi norm whenever it follows from

0 < xaf and sup{||xa||} < oo that sup{xa} exists; see [1]. If the norm of a Banach

lattice E is Levi and order continuous, then F is a band of F" [1, Theorem 22.2, p.

159]. Thus, by [5, Theorem 1.5, p. 232] every continuous operator from an abstract

L-space into a Banach lattice with a Levi order continuous norm is order bounded.

Theorem 9. Let E be an abstract L-space and F a Banach lattice with a Levi order

continuous norm. If an operator T: E —» F is weakly compact, then its modulus \ T\ is

also weakly compact.

Proof. Let T: E —» F be weakly compact. We have already mentioned before

that T must be order bounded, and so, |F| exists.

Let B denote the closed unit ball of E. Then by our hypothesis, T(B) is

o(F, F')-relatively compact. Also, from our assumptions it follows that F = (F')~

[1, Theorem 22.2], and hence, T(B) considered as a subset of (F')~ is a((F')~, F')-

relatively compact. Now combine Theorems 20.11 and 20.6 of [1] (or use [2,

Theorem 2.14, p. 190]) to get that each order bounded disjoint sequence in F'

converges to zero uniformly on the solid hull of T(B). Next we claim that | F|(J3)

also has this property. Indeed, if 0 < / G F' ç F~ and x E B, then

|</ |7»| < </, |F|(|x|)> = sup{^/, ¿ |7*,|\: x, > 0 and ¿ *,. = |*|j

= supí ¿ IKIi//, W]j~|) \-*t > 0and 2  *. = 1*1

n

< sup{</ |7>|>: v G B) ■ sup( 2 11*11 : x, > Oand 2 */ - Ml

<sup{Cf,\Ty\y:yEB}.

This implies that each order bounded disjoint sequence in F' must also converge to

zero uniformly on the solid hull of | T\(B).

Now by [1, Theorem 20.6, p. 135], | T\(B) is order-equicontinuous on F', and

thus, by [1, Theorem 20.11, p. 139] and F = (F')~, \T\(B) is o(F, F')-relatively

compact. That is, | T\ is a weakly compact operator, and the proof is finished.    □

The preceding result coupled with Theorem 7 yields the following. (£¿,(F, F)

denotes the Riesz space of all order bounded operators from E into F.)

Corollary 10. The weakly compact operators from an abstract L-space E into a

Banach lattice F with a Levi order continuous norm form an ideal of tb(E, F).

When F is a L-space and F is a Banach function space on c-finite measure

spaces, Theorem 9 was proved in [6] by measure theoretical arguments.

Finally, we close the paper by mentioning that our results hold true for locally

convex-solid Riesz spaces. Call a continuous operator T: E -» F between two

(Hausdorff) locally convex-solid Riesz spaces weakly compact if it carries topologi-

cally bounded subsets of E onto o(F, F')-relatively compact subsets of F. For

instance, a simple modification of the proof of Theorem 4 yields: Let E be a
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topologically complete (Hausdorff) locally convex-solid Riesz space and let T: E-* E

be a positive weakly compact operator. If an operator S: E —» E satisfies 0 < S < T,

then S2 is a weakly compact operator.
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